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Abstract. The refinement calculus provides a theory for the stepwise refinement of programs and this theory has been formalised in HOL. TkWinHOL is
a powerful graphical user interface (GUI) that can be used to drive the HOL window Library. In this paper, we describe a tool called the Refinement Calculator
which combines TkWinHOL and the HOL Refinement Calculus theory, to provide support for formal program development. The tool improves the usability of
the HOL Refinement Calculus theory considerably through its window-inference
based GUI and by supporting a conventional programming syntax.

1 Introduction

The re nement calculus [2, 3, 14, 15] is a formalisation of the stepwise re nement
method of program construction. The required behaviour of a program is speci ed as an abstract, possibly non-executable, program which is then re ned by
a series of correctness-preserving transformations into an ecient, executable
program.
When using formalisms like the re nement calculus, the derivations are usually long and error-prone. Therefore the use of a proof assistant such as HOL
to increase the level of trust in proofs is a natural step. Work on using HOL for
constructing re nement calculus proofs has been carried out for number of years
at 
Abo Akademi University:
– Work by Back on the re nement calculus [2, 3].
– Work on formalising the re nement calculus theory in HOL [4, 21, 22]
– More recently work on building a software environment supporting program
development using the re nement calculus formalisation in HOL.
Although much work has been done on formalising programming logics (e.g.
[1, 6]), working with complex objects like programs using a purely textual interface to HOL is dicult, especially for non-HOL users. As well as having a sound
proof engine, an important goal of this work on providing tool support for the
re nement calculus was that it could be used by people who may be familiar
with program re nement, but not so experienced in using HOL.
Usually a linear calculational style is used when deriving programs by hand
in the re nement calculus. A speci cation is transformed in a series of steps
to an executable program by applying transformation rules which preserve a
re nement relation between the stages. Many of the steps involve sub-derivations
on sub-components. It is precisely this style of reasoning that is supported by

Grundy's HOL window Library [10]. But the HOL window Library is dicult to
work with directly especially since accessing sub-components of large programs
is quite cumbersome.
TkWinHOL [13] is a GUI tool that can be used to drive the HOL window
Library. Rather than having to provide complex parameters in order to access
sub-terms when starting a sub-derivation, the user can focus on a sub-term using
the mouse. It also supports the menu-driven application of transformation rules
to terms.
In this paper, we describe a tool called the Re nement Calculator which combines TkWinHOL and the Re nement Calculus formalisation (refcalc for short),
to provide support for formal program development. As well as providing all
the features of TkWinHOL, the Re nement Calculator supports a conventional
programming syntax by providing a parser and pretty-printer layer between the
user and the syntax of the refcalc theory. This is especially important since it
allows the user to work with program variables, as is usual in the re nement
calculus, whereas program variables don't appear in the syntax of the refcalc
theory. Another feature of the refcalc theory is that it is a shallow embedding,
i.e., programming constructs are de ned semantically rather than through the
syntax. This means any existing theories about data-types can be readily used in
the Re nement Calculator. For example, in Section 4, we show how an existing
theory of arrays can be used to work with arrays in program re nement.
2 Background

In this section we will give a brief description of those parts of the re nement
calculus and its formalisation in HOL that are relevant to this paper.
2.1 The Refinement Calculus

The re nement calculus is based on Dijkstra's weakest precondition semantics
for programs [8]. Dijkstra's work is extended by introducing a re nement relation
between programs. Another change to Dijkstra's original work is the (partial)
relaxation of the required healthiness conditions of program statements, to allow the introduction of useful (yet unimplementable in practice) speci cation
statements into the set of statements.
The programming notation used in this paper is basically Dijkstra's guarded
commands language, extended with assertions and nondeterministic assignment.
An assertion has the form f pg, where p is a predicate on the program state;
occurrence of an assertion in a program allows us to assume that p holds at that
point in the program. A nondeterministic assignment has the form x := x  p and
speci es that x is assigned some value x satisfying predicate p.
The re nement relation is de ned in terms of the weakest preconditions of
the related programs. For program S and postcondition P, wp(S P) represents
the weakest precondition under which S is guaranteed to terminate in a state
satisfying P. Program S0 is re ned by S1 , denoted S0 v S1, i
8P  wp(S0 P) ) wp(S1 P)
0

0

;

;

;

which states that program S1 must preserve the total correctness of program
S0 . The re nement relation is a preorder. Thus programs can be developed in a
linear fashion as in the following sequence
S0

v

S1

v

:::

v

Sn

which establishes the re nement S0 v Sn, because of the transitivity of the relation.
An important property is that one can re ne sub-components of programs
without a ecting the total correctness of the whole program. Formally this means
that if we have proven that T v T then we have in fact established the re nement
S[T ] v S[T ] provided the program context S[ ] is monotonic.
0

0

:::

2.2 Formalising The Refinement Calculus in HOL
Program state When formalising a (state-based) programming logic in HOL an
important decision one has to make is how to represent the state of a program.
Since refcalc is a shallow embedding, one natural way to deal with states is to
represent them as tuples. On the general level, states are de ned using the polymorphic type. In individual programs, each program variable is represented as
one component in the tuple. This means that program variables are anonymous.
This could be seen as a disadvantage of the approach, making the practical
use of the theory unmanageable. The Re nement Calculator described in section 3, hides the state representation under a surface syntax allowing program
variables to be used. In the translation, program variables are modelled using
projection functions. Assume the state has type num  bool , then the variables
indicate positions in the state tuple as follows:
let x = FST in let y = FST  SND in
The main advantage in using a shallow embedding is that one can reuse
HOL data types in the state. So program variables ranging over, e.g., natural
numbers can be treated by means of existing theorems and proof procedures
without diculty. In case new data types are de ned, these can also be used
without having to worry about incompatibility (see section 4 for an example of
this). In a deep embedding data types have to be embedded into the theory every
time new types are to be used.
:::

Predicates, predicate transformers and refinement The semantics used is weakest
precondition semantics where the meaning of programs are de ned using predicates over the program state. Thus, predicates ( pred ) in refcalc are functions of
type state ! bool , where the state is represented as described above.
Program statements are predicate transformers, i.e., functions of type pred !
pred . For predicate transformer S and predicate q, S q corresponds to wp(S q)
in Dijkstra's formalism. Assuming q is a predicate, s is a program state, f is a
state function (state ! state) and S1 and S2 are predicate transformers, we can
de ne the following three predicate transformers:
;

skip q = q
assign f q = λs  q( f s)
seq S1 S2 q = S1(S2 q)
representing skip, variable assignment

and sequential composition. An assignment
statement in the surface syntax of the Re nement Calculator having the form
x := e, would be translated into the form assign(λx  e).
The re nement relation is de ned as follows (here implies is HOL implication
lifted to the level of predicates):
S1 v S2 = 8q  (S1 q) implies (S2 q)
:

2.3 The use of window inference as proof engine

The re nement calculus has characteristics that make window inference [16] and
more speci cally the implementation of window inference in HOL, the HOL
window Library [10, 11] an attractive environment to work in when carrying out
proofs. In this section we will very brie y describe the HOL window Library and
discuss why it is a useful proof engine in the context of the refcalc theory and
the Re nement Calculator. We will also very brie y describe the steps taken in
[21] to adapt the refcalc theory for use with the Window Library.
Window inference In window inference, one transforms a term preserving a preorder. An expression p transformed to q preserving the relation R, gives a proof
of p R q.

A transformation of a sub-term is a transformation of the whole term, if certain context-dependent monotonicity conditions hold. For example, in the expression A ^ B, the sub-term A can be transformed under assumption B (assuming
implication is the relation preserved) since
B ` A ) A0
` (A ^ B) ) (A0

^ B)
The HOL implementation supports window reasoning under implication, equality and reverse implication. New relations can be added to the system by proving
that the relation is reflexive and transitive (i.e., a preorder) and adding rules that
govern how windows can be opened and closed.
Users work with so called window stacks. Windows consist of a focus (the term
being transformed), the relation preserved and a context (assumptions, lemmas
and conjectures). Windows also hold a window theorem which records the current proof state. Windows can be opened on sub-terms of the focus using the
operators rand , rator and body to identify the sub-term one is interested in. The
activity of proof is carried out using two main categories of operations. One
can either change the scope of interest by opening or closing windows or one
can transform the current focus using pre-proved theorems, conversions, rewrite
rules etc3 .
3

The HOL window Library also contains a hybrid command AT which can be used to perform
a transformation of a sub-term as if a new window had been opened.

Why window inference? From the re nement point of view the HOL window
Library is well suited as the basic inference mechanism since:
–
–
–

The re nement relation is a preorder.
Re nement steps are often re nements of sub-components of programs (i.e.
re nement in context)
In a program derivation one doesn't necessary know exactly in what direction
the program development might go so being able to reason transformationally, as in window inference, is an advantage.

Thus, the window inference mechanism o ers a suitable environment for structuring proofs within the refcalc theory.
The HOL window Library has other attractive features:
–
–
–
–

Window inference encompasses both forward and backward reasoning.
The user has full control over at which level of detail to reason.
The transformations one performs to the current focus are usually simple
(in HOL terms); typically they are simple rewrites.
Contextual information that might prove useful in transformations is made
available when windows are opened.

Furthermore, as Grundy phrased it in [9], \The window inference system suggests
a graphical user interface"; in particular, it suggests the use of a mouse to select
sub-terms and access contextual information, and the use of menus, buttons and
dialogs to enter commands.
Refinement using window inference In order to use window inference in program
development, one has to prove that the re nement relation is transitive and
re exive, and add rules for opening and closing of windows. The rst part is
trivial.
A program may be speci ed with a statement of the form f preg; v := v  post .
Derivation of a program satisfying this involves transforming the speci cation
while preserving the re nement relation. Monotonicity of the program constructs
allows us to focus on sub-programs as, for example, the following rules for sequential composition show:
0

`S v
` S; T v

S0
R1
S0 ; T

`T v
` S; T v

T0
R2
S; T 0

The re nement calculus provides a set of rules for transforming the current focus
in order to introduce extra program structure to the focus, or to simplify the
focus. The re nement rules supported by the re nement calculator are all derived
from the HOL semantics of programs and re nement described above. Some of
these rules are listed in Section 3.
Assertion statements are used to carry context information around. This context can be used directly when we focus on the right hand side of an assignment
or the postcondition of a nondeterministic assignment:

p ` e1 = e2
` f pg; x := e1 v f pg; x := e2 R3
p ` q1 ( q2
` f pg; x := x  q1 v f pg; x := x  q2
0

0

R4

Notice that, in the rst case, the relation to be preserved on the expression is
equality while, in the second case, the relation to be preserved on the postcondition is backwards implication.
Context information is propagated using theorems such as the following:

` if G then S else T v if G then fGg; S else f:Gg; T
` x := e v x := e; fx = eg

3 The Refinement Calculator

The Re nement Calculator consists of:
– TkWinHOL[12, 13] { an extendable general purpose interface to the HOL
window Library .
– Extensions to TkWinHOL dealing with re nement speci c issues.
As mentioned above we have tried to make the base tool TkWinHOL general
and extendable in nature. Unlike the work in e.g. [18, 19] we have not attempted
to build a general purpose user interface to the HOL system rather we restricted
ourselves to window inference. Also our approach has all the time been aiming
at a speci c extension, the Re nement Calculator.
In [18] Syme also discusses HCI aspects of user interface building as an in uence on his work. Our approach is less structured though it is strongly in uenced
by the calculational style of proof and by window inference. We have tried to
build a tool with a user interface that looks and feels like any \typical" modern
graphic user interface. Our aim is to minimize the amount of typing a user has
to do and allow the user to interact in a \select { operate" type of way.
3.1 TkWinHOL

Once TkWinHOL is started the user is presented with three windows. Two of
these are of less importance, o ering a simple editor and a session window for
entering commands directly to HOL. The third window presents a structured
view of the current state of the active window stack. Thus di erent types of
information (i.e., focus, context, window theorem) about the current stack is
displayed in di erent regions of the window.
Working with TkWinHOL Accessing sub-terms using the mouse instead of textual
path information (when opening windows) is an important feature in a system
such as this. In fact the selection of parts of the focus stretches beyond this.
One can select a segment of the focus that wouldn't normally be accessible
without reordering the associations in the focus, and have the interface perform
the required reordering automatically.

The commands of the HOL window Library are bound to buttons and menus.
For many commands the information needed is typically made available using
the mouse to select relevant information already present on the screen. If that is
not enough, information is entered through dialogs. The dialogs in TkWinHOL
are implemented in such a way that they don't have to be destroyed (e.g. by
clicking the OK button) before data in other windows can be selected. Thus, it
is possible to use information already present on the screen to ll some of the
elds in any given dialog.
Emphasis has been placed on making TkWinHOL easily customisable (for the purpose of building the Re nement Calculator). When using
TkWinHOL together with a speci c theory (as in the Re nement Calculator)
one usually wants to use a higher level notation for the interaction. This can be
achieved through two steps
– By constructing a translator from the higher level notation to the corresponding HOL representation.
– By constructing a pretty-printer doing the opposite. Actually the prettyprinter has to do more since all output from the HOL window Library commands have to be augmented with some instructions to the interface on
which sub-terms of the focus are to be selectable etc. Because of this the
base TkWinHOL system has a default pretty-printer although there is no
translator.
Another way in which one wants to customise TkWinHOL is by adding theory speci c menu choices bound to specialised commands for transformations
etc. To support this there is a very general prompting procedure (prompting is
done through dialogues) built into TkWinHOL. The idea is that through this
prompting procedure one can easily build the glue by which to tie an add-on
menu choice to a command built on the HOL level.
For parameterless commands such glueing is not necessary (the menu choice
is bound more or less directly to the command) but for any command needing
parameters, it is convenient to have some method to specify how this parameter
passing should take place, and not force the user to patch the user interface
source code directly.
The way this is accomplished is through binding add-on menu choices to a
call to the above mentioned prompting procedure. As parameters to this procedure one can describe how many elds the prompting dialogue should have and
possibly what individual elds have as default value. To construct the actual
commands to be sent to HOL one provides so called command speci cations as
additional parameters to this procedure. These are simply text strings where
one can refer to the contents of the di erent elds (as well as the current screen
selection) through symbolic names. Once the dialogue is ok'd by the user, a
substitution takes place. One can provide several command speci cations to the
procedure. Which one is used is determined by where on the screen the selection
sits (i.e., if information from the context of the focus is selected do one thing, if
a part of the focus is selected do something else etc).

Customisability

3.2 The Refinement Calculator Extension

The Re nement Calculator supports a customised program notation with the
following syntax:
Prog ::= program Name var v : Type  Com
Com ::= Com; Com j fBTermg j v := Term j v := v  BTerm
j if BTerm then Com else Com
j do BTerm ! Com od
j j[ var v : Type  Com ]j
Here, variable name v may represent a list of variable names, Type represents any
HOL type, Term represents any HOL term, and BTerm represents any booleanvalued HOL term. Thus the standard HOL notation is embedded in the programspeci c notation. The last construct, j[ var v : Type  Com ]j, represents a block
with local variable v.
0

Cond Introduction:
` S v if G then S else S
Block Introduction:
0
` v := v  post

v

j[

var x : T  v; x := v ; x  post
0

0

]j

Loop Introduction:
` pre ) inv
` (inv ^ G ^ E = e)  Body  (inv ^ 0  E < e)
0
` inv ^ G ) post [v := v]
v not free in post
0
` f preg; v := v  post v do G ! Body od
Assignment Introduction:
0
` pre ) post [v := E ]
0
` f preg; v := v  post v v := E
Leading Assignment Introduction:
x not free in post
0
0
` v := v  post v x := E; v := v  post
Fig. 1. Refinement Transformations

The Re nement Calculator provides a menu of transformations for re ning
programs; some of these are represented as rules in Figure 1. Each of the rules
requires the user to provide some arguments before the transformation is applied;
for example, the Cond-Introduction rule requires the guard G to be supplied.
Some of the rules have side-conditions (about free variables) and assumptions.
The assumptions are added to the current window as conjectures that can be
established later. A transformation will fail if its side-conditions are not satis ed.
Note that a term of the form pre  prog  post , as used in the LoopIntroduction rule of Figure 1, describes a total-correctness assertion stating that
prog is guaranteed to establish post when executed in initial state satisfying pre.

The Re nement Calculator provides transformations for converting assertions
of this form into boolean terms. The calculator also provides a transformation
for propagating context information as assertion statements and for applying
rewrite theorems to the focus. All the transformations supported by the calculator are provided by glueing menus to the appropriate HOL command as outlined
previously.
The role of the rules of Figure 1 will be described more clearly in the next
section where they are applied to some examples. The full program syntax and
list of re nement rules supported by the Re nement Calculator may be found
in [5].
4 Some Example Derivations

We present three example derivations that may be carried out using the re nement calculator: a program that nds the maximum of two numbers, a program
that nds the maximum value in an array of numbers, and a program that sorts
an array of numbers. In the following, we write a window as
R



f

where R is the relation to be preserved and f is the term to be transformed.
Also, we write context assumptions as ! p and conjectures as ? p.
4.1 Finding the Maximum of Two Numbers

This rst example illustrates the use of a structure introduction rule, re nement
of program sub-components, and the use of context information in re nement.
Assume the operator max, is de ned by:
m max n = i f (m  n) then m else n
The program we wish to derive is then speci ed as follows:
program maximum var m n x : num x := m max n
The derivation commences by opening a window on this speci cation, with
v as the relation to be preserved:
v  program maximum var m n x : num x := m max n
Let us assume that the max operator is not available in our target programming
language so that we have to implement this speci cation by comparing m and
n. We proceed by introducing an if-statement: using the Re nement Calculator,
we focus on the assignment statement and then apply the Cond-Introduction
transformation with m  n (i.e., the guard) as an argument. This results in the
focus:
v  if m  n then x := m max n else x := m max n
When re ning the rst branch of this statement, we can assume that m  n holds.
To make this assumption available in the branches, the guard and it's negation
are propagated as assertions:
v  if m  n then fm  ng; x := m max n else f:(m  n)g; x := m max n
;

;

:

;

;

:

Focusing on the rst branch yields:
v  fm  ng; x := m max n
Now, focusing on the right hand side of the assignment yields the window (see
rule R3, page 6):
! mn
=  m max n

Notice that the relation to be preserved on this new focus is equality. Using the
de nition of max, the focus may be rewritten to
=  i f (m  n) then m else n
Selecting the assumption m  n, and rewriting the focus results in
=m
Closing the window yields:
v  fm  ng; x := m
Since the assertion is no longer required, it can be dropped resulting in:
v  x := m
Closing this window yields:
v  if m  n then x := m else f:(m  n)g; x := m max n
The second branch4 may be re ned in a similar manner, so that we end up
with the program
v  if m  n then x := m else x := n
Thus, we have constructed the theorem:
` x := m max n v if m  n then x := m else x := n
4.2 Finding the Maximum of an Array of Numbers

Let s represent a set of numbers, i.e., s : num ! bool . The maximum element of
s is selected by Max:
Max s = (ε m  s m ^ (8n  s n ) m  n))
Arrays may be modelled by de ning a new HOL type; assume (α)array is
the type of arrays that are polymorphic on α, and that the following functions
on arrays have been de ned:
asize : (α)array ! num
lookup : (α)array ! num ! α
swap : (α)array ! num ! num ! (α)array
An array a is indexed from 0 to (asize a) ? 1. The ith element of a is given by
(lookup a i), while (swap a i j) represents the array a with the values at positions
i and j swapped around.
For array a, (elems a n) represents the set of values of a in the range 0 n ? 1:
::

4

Note that the two branches could have been refined in either order.

elems a n = (λx 9i  i n ^ (lookup a i) = x)
A program that nds the maximum value of a non-empty array is speci ed
as follows:
program Maximum var a : (num)array; m : num
f(asize a) 0g; m := Max (elems a (asize a))
We will implement this using a loop that traverses the array starting at
position zero. The array will be traversed using an indexing variable k : num. In
order to apply the Loop-Introduction rule, we require a loop guard (G), a loop
body (Body), a loop invariant (inv), and a loop variant (E ), as follows:
Guard : k (asize a)
Body :
m k := m k  m = Max(elems a k ) ^ k = k + 1
Invariant : k  (asize a) ^ m = Max (elems a k)
Variant : (asize a) ? k
The invariant says that m is the maximum value in the array slice a[0 k ? 1].
The body increments k and re-establishes the invariant.
Before introducing the loop, we introduce k as a local variable by applying
Block Introduction to the speci cation:
v  j[ var k : num  m k := m k  m = Max(elems a (asize a)) ]j
Both m and k will have to be initialised to establish the invariant, so we add an
assignment before the body of this block (using Leading Assignment Introduction):
<

>

<

0

;

0

;

0

0

0

::

0

;

;

0

0

v  j[ var k : num  m k := (lookup a 0) 1;
m k := m k  m = Max(elems a (asize a)) ]j
;

0

;

;

0

;

0

Propagating assertions through appropriately and focusing on the second statement of the block yields:
v  f(asize a) 0 ^ m = (lookup a 0) ^ k = 1g;
m k := m k  m = Max(elems a (asize a))
Now applying the Loop-Introduction rule with the guard, body, invariant, and
variant described above as arguments, yields the focus
v  do k (asize a) !
k (asize a) ^ m = Max(elems a k);
m k := m k  m = Max(elems a k ) ^ k = k + 1 od
This step also generates a number of conjectures. These state respectively that
the invariant should hold initially (1), the body should preserve the invariant
and decrease the variant (2), and the invariant and the negated guard should
establish the original postcondition (3):
? 8a m k  (asize a) 0 ^ m = (lookup a 0) ^ k = 1
) k  (asize a) ^ m = Max(elems a k)
(1)
>

0

;

;

0

0

<

<
;

;

;

0

;

0

0

0

0

>

? 8k; a; m; e
k < (asize a) ^ m = Max(elems a k) ^ ((asize a) ? k) = e
 m; k := m0 ; k0  m0 = Max(elems a k0 ) ^ k0 = k + 1 
k  (asize a) ^ m = Max(elems a k) ^ 0  ((asize a) ? k) < e

(2)

? 8k; a; m  (k < (asize a)) ^ k  (asize a)
) m = Max(elems a (asize a))

^ m = Max(elems a k)

(3)

At this stage in the derivation, we can either attempt to discharge the
conjectures5, or continue re ning the body of the program. Conjectures such
as above may be established by opening windows on the respective conjectures
with backward implication as the relation to be preserved, and then transforming the focus to true. The second conjecture above can be simpli ed by
applying a transformation which reduces a correctness assertion (of the form
pre  assignment  post ) to a boolean term. When proceeding with the loop
body above, we focus on the sub-term Max(elems a k ) of the assignment statement yielding the window:
! k (asize a) ! m = Max(elems a k) ! k = k + 1
=  Max(elems a k )
We can rewrite the focus using the assumption k = k + 1 to
=  Max(elems a (k + 1))
Using a theorem about Max and the assumption k (asize a), we rewrite this to
0

0

<

0

0

<

=  (Max (elems a k)) max (lookup a k)
and using the assumption m = Max(elems a k), this is rewritten to
=  m max (lookup a k)
Closing the current window and focusing on the assignment statement, we now
have:
v  m k := m k  m = m max (lookup a k) ^ k = k + 1
This is easily transformed to
v  m := m max (lookup a k);
k := k + 1
In the manner of the previous section, the rst of these may be re ned to
v  if m (lookup a k) then m := (lookup a k) else skip
By closing several windows we have arrived at the program
v  j[ var k : num  m k := (lookup a 0) 1;
do k (asize a) !
if m (lookup a k) then m := (lookup a k) else skip ;
k := k + 1 od ]j
0

;

;

0

0

0

<

;

;

<

<

5

If we postpone establishing the conjectures, then what we have is a refinement theorem with
the conjectures as assumptions.

4.3 Sorting an Array

Let sorted and perm be de ned as follows:
sorted (a : (num)array) (r : num ! bool ) =
(8i  (r i) ) i (asize a)) ^
(8i j  (r i) ^ (r j) ^ i j ^ j (asize a) ) (lookup a i)  (lookup a j))
<

<

<

perm (a1 : (num)array) (a2 : (num)array) =
(asize a1) = (asize a2) ^
(9 f  (in jective f ) ^
(8i  i < (asize a1) ) ( f i) < (asize a1) ^
(lookup a1 i) = (lookup a2 ( f i))))
The term (sorted a (λi  p)) states that that projection of array a whose indices
satisfy p is sorted, e.g., (sorted a (λi  5  i  10)) says that the array slice 5..10
of a is sorted. The term ( perm a1 a2) speci es that array a2 is a permutation of
array a1. The sorting program is then speci ed as:
Sort
a : (num)array
a := a0  (sorted a0 (λi  i < (asize a))) ^ ( perm a a0 )

program

var

We shall implement this using an insertion sort algorithm which requires a
pair of nested loops. The body of the outer loop will ascend the array one step
at a time ensuring that the array slice 0 k ? 1, where k is the current position,
is sorted. This suggests the following guard, invariant, and variant for the outer
loop:
Guard : k (asize a)
Invariant : k  (asize a) ^ (sorted a (λi  i k)) ^ ( perm a0 a)
Variant : (asize a) ? k
Before transforming the speci cation using loop introduction, k is introduced
as a local variable, and a0 (the initial value of a) is introduced using an assertion:
::

<

<

v  j[ var k : num  k := 0;
f(k = 0) ^ (a = a0)g;
a k := a k  (sorted a (λi  i (asize a0))) ^ ( perm a0 a ) ]j
0

;

;

0

0

0

<

Now, using
fk (asize a) ^ (sorted a (λi  i k)) ^ ( perm a0 a)g;
a k := a k  (sorted a (λi  i k )) ^ ( perm a0 a ) ^ k = k + 1
as the body of the outer loop, application of loop introduction yields:
v  do k (asize a) !
fk (asize a) ^ (sorted a (λi  i k)) ^ ( perm a0 a)g;
a k := a k  (sorted a (λi  i k )) ^ ( perm a0 a ) ^ k = k + 1 od
This step generates some conjectures similar to those shown in the previous
example derivation.
The body of this loop is easily transformed to:
v  fk (asize a) ^ (sorted a (λi  i k)) ^ ( perm a0 a)g;
a k := a k  (sorted a (λi  i k + 1)) ^ ( perm a0 a );
k := k + 1
<

<

0

;

0

;

0

<

0

0

0

<

<

<

0

;

;

0

0

<

<

;

0

0

<

0

;

0

0

<

0

0

Thus, under the assumption that the array is sorted between 0 and k ? 1, this
body must establish that the array is sorted between 0 and k. It will do this
by shuing the element of a at position k down the array to the appropriate
position. The following arguments will be used to perform the introduction of
the inner loop:
Guard : l 0 ^ (lookup a l ) (lookup a (l ? 1))
Body :
a := (swap l (l ? 1) a); l := l ? 1
Invariant : l  k ^ (sorted a (λi  i l _ (i l ^ i  k))) ^
l k ) (lookup a l ) (lookup a (l + 1)) ^
( perm a0 a)
>

<

<

<

>

<

Variant : l

This invariant states that the array slice 0 k, with the lth position excluded, is
sorted, and that the value at the lth position is less than the value at the (l + 1)th
position. Loop introduction yields
::

v  do l

> 0 ^ (lookup a l ) < (lookup a (l ? 1)) !
a := (swap l (l ? 1) a); l := l ? 1

od

Closing several windows gives us the implementation:

v  j[ var k : num  k := 0;
do k (asize a) !
j[ var l : num  l := k;
do l 0 ^ (lookup a l) (lookup a (l ? 1)) !
a := (swap l (l ? 1) a); l := l ? 1 od ]j od;
k := k + 1 ]j
<

>

<

5 Conclusions

We have described the Re nement Calculator, a tool for the derivation of provably correct programs. The Re nement Calculator makes it feasible to do program re nement using HOL by providing a powerful GUI and a high level surface
syntax on top of a Re nement Calculus HOL formalisation and the HOL window
Library. The window inference mechanism supports the transformational style
of reasoning used in program re nement. The ability to perform sub-derivations
by simply focusing using the mouse makes the tool scalable to larger programs.
An important feature of the system is that it e ectively hides the underlying
representation of the program state, thus minimizing the possible drawbacks of
using a shallow embedding of the formalism. That way one can also make use of
the advantages of shallow embeddings by using existing theories of data types.
This was demonstrated in the examples provided in section 4.
Independently of the tool described here, a re nement tool called PRT has
been developed by a group at the University of Queensland [7]. PRT is built on
top of the Ergo theorem prover [20] which also supports the window inference
style of reasoning. This tool is quite similiar to the Re nement Calculator though

an important di erence is that PRT uses a purpose-built logic in which commands, predicates, program variables, and logic variables are treated as separate
syntactic classes. In contrast, the Re nement Calculator uses only a conservative
extension of the HOL logic giving us a higher degree of con dence in its soundness. However, having a closer match between the programming syntax and the
underlying logic, as PRT has, may also have advantages, and the comparison
between the approaches deserves a more thorough evaluation.
Much work can still be done on improving the Re nement Calculator. The
underlying HOL theory still needs more proof support. There is also a need to
extend the theory (and consequently the high level language) to support data
re nement and action systems (to deal with reactive programs). Furthermore,
the interface itself needs to be improved upon to deal, for example, with theorem
retrieval, re-running proofs, etc.
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